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Intro
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Professor William A. Morris, WAM, Bill, Billiam, The Morrasaurus Rex (as told 
to the students in field camp, upon discovering a paleomag hole).

Trying to summarize his career in 15 minutes is not minor task, but at least I 
have some of the co-culprits here in the audience…let’s give it a try…



Early Days
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Wigan

I am not going to start that far back, but let’s 
just say that Bill comes from Wigan. From there, 
he pursued a B.Sc. in Earth Sciences at the 
University of Leeds in 1970 (B.D.F.)*

*before Derek Fairhead



Graduate Studies
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From Leeds, Bill went on to pursue a Ph.D. in Earth Sciences at Open 
University (1970-1974).
The Open University was established in 1969, and Bill was among the first 
students to get enrolled, and I think one of the first Geology graduates (if not 
the first).

Let’s just say that Bill was quite 
busy swiss-cheesing the British 
Isles, and having fun with 
stereonets.



Welcome to Canada
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In 1973 Bill landed in London...ON, as a postdoc with C.M. Carmichael at 
University of Western Ontario (1973-1975)

…and the MAGGIC had begun 
already!



First stint in Ottawa
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Post-Doctorate Fellow, Earth 
Physics Branch, Energy, Mines 
and Resources Canada, Ottawa, 
Ontario, 1975 - 1977.

Supervisors: Dr. E. Irving, and Mr. 
J.L. Roy.



First stint in Ottawa
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This PDF time in Ottawa was 
quite productive, finishing 
paleomag work in Ireland, 
and going from the Rapitan
(NWT) to Chibougamau 
(Quebec), the Grenville, 
Superior Province, and goes 
on, and on, and on….



First stint in Ottawa
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Africa, Superior and Slave 
Provinces, back to Ireland, 
Huronian Supergroup, etc.

Still mostly paleomag, and no 
signs of Sudbury yet….early days.



1977-1990: Morris Magnetics Inc
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That must have been a sign. Decided to embrace “global” magnetics instead of 
just paleomag (the legend says that one candidate name for MMI was “Paleo 
Magnetic Services”…).

And here we go ballistic: Borehole Geophysics, more general geophysics rather 
than just focus on paleomag, and Bill keeps on publishing. Probably the eureka 
moment: 



1977-1990: Morris Magnetics Inc
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And please keep in 
mind that at this 
time Bill is working 
as a consultant…



1977-1990: Morris Magnetics Inc
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And please keep in 
mind that at this 
time Bill is working 
as a consultant…



1977-1990: Morris Magnetics Inc
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Some of the work from this period:
• Sudbury (I will let Bill give us the works after I finish arm waving here)
• Rock properties: effects of alteration on magnetic susceptibility. This has 

been a constant on Bill’s research. He gave a presentation on this not too 
long ago, at SAGA in 2017

• Conducting ground magnetic surveys over frozen lakes: led to some early 
ideas on the topographic effects on magnetic data.



1990-2015: McMaster University
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This marked the more definite shift from paleomag to geophysics, remote 
sensing and everything he could get his sticky fingers on.
Perhaps the main legacy from these McMaster days is that every single 
student got snatched by the industry right away.

Many of the names are here, but the following list is a summary of some of the 
graduate students (add the undergrads, and a few more)



1990-2015: McMaster University
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1990-2015: McMaster University
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SEG 1991

A continuous drive for using physical rock properties for 
the interpretation and modelling of geophysical data.
As usual, aiming at producing geological models.

GRL 1994

Early magnetic & gravity models of the Sudbury 
basin. Separating units by their physical 
properties



1990-2015: McMaster University
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SEG 1995

We are in 1995, before UBC and VOXI, and this code was 
able to deal with magnetics (susceptibility AND 
remanence) and gravity



1990-2015: McMaster University, the MAGGIC lab
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Gravity surveying in Baie Verte, NL, for the 
Geodetic Survey, 2007



1990-2015: McMaster University, the MAGGIC lab
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Bathurst…we started producing some very good looking modelled sections
Chester deposit area



1990-2015: McMaster University, the MAGGIC lab
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In 2007 we stumbled upon the other black hole: Bathurst, NB (like Sudbury, once you 
start working there, you never leave!)



2015-”Retired” (yeah right…)
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Still publishing like mad. 2018 was 12 articles I think?
Recurring themes: Sudbury, and putting all our data into a geological context.

Just an example: taking TMI data, topography, a 
series of edge detection tools, geometry 
determination via Potent models, and subsequent 
extrusion in Leapfrog (and of course, stereonet
representation)



2015-”Retired” (yeah right…)
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Bill is always ready to bring a 
stereonet out, crunch everything in 
Excel, and come with a feasible 
geological model and interpretation.
If you ask him about Sudbury, he 
would know the location of every 
single outcrop, and also who 
published what and when.
So rather than “Retired”, it is just out 
of the University admin…

Sudbury and Bathurst, beware WAM 
and the bats…

“We are not animals!” (@RFG 2018, Vancouver)
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